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PARTIES 
In addition to the parties set forth in the caption 
hereof, the court below dismissed the Complaint against the 
Defendants Industrial Communications, Inc. and General 
Broadcasting, Inc. which parties are not now shown in the caption. 
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC, INC., 
Plaintiff and Appellee 
vs. Case No. 920170-CA 
DAVID R. WILLIAMS, 
Defendant and Appellant 
BRIEF OF THE APPELLANT 
Appellant David R. Williams ("Williams") hereby 
respectfully submits his Brief on appeal of the judgment in favor 
of Petersen Electric, Inc. ("Petersen") as follows: 
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction in this matter 
pursuant to Utah Code Annotated §78-2a-3(2)(j). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
1. Whether the four year statute of limitations for an 
oral contract not part of an open account begins to run on the date 
when the oral contract is completed, or, as the lower court held, 
on the last date of a grace period stated in a later sent written 
invoice, even though such invoice was not part of the contract but 
was at most a reminder thereof. 
Applicable Standard of Review 
Lower court judgments rendered as a matter of law are 
subject to appellate review without giving deference to the lower 
court's determination. Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving, Inc. 
v. Blomguist, 773 P.2d 1382 (Utah 1987). 
2. Whether the lower court correctly ruled that 
Williams was obligated to pay Petersen for a new generator which 
Petersen knew Williams refused to purchase. The new generator was 
nonetheless delivered by Petersen with the knowledge of Williams1 
employee. Petersen wrongly altered the invoice to show only a 
repair of the old generator rather than delivery of a new one, all 
without telling Williams and for the intended purpose by Petersen 
to deceive Williams. 
Applicable Standard of Review 
Lower court judgments rendered as a matter of law are 
subject to appellate review without giving deference to the lower 
court's determination. Ron Case Roofing and Asphalt Paving, Inc. 
v. Blomguist, 773 P.2d 1382 (Utah 1987). 
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I 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
The lower court held that there was no open account 
between Petersen and Williams and therefore each transaction was a 
separate oral contract which would therefore be subject to the four 
year limitations statute cited herein. 
Utah Code Annotated Sections 78-12-1 and 78-12-25(1): 
Section 78-12-1: 
Civil actions may be commenced only within the periods 
prescribed in this chapter, after the cause of action has 
accrued, except in specific cases where a different 
limitation is prescribed by statute. 
Section 78-12-25(1): 
Within four years, an action upon a contract, obligation, 
or liability not founded upon an instrument in writing; 
also on an open account for goods, wares, and 
merchandise, and for any article charged on a store 
account; also on an open account for work, labor or 
services rendered, or materials furnished; provided, that 
action in all of the foregoing cases may be commenced at 
any time within four years after the last charge is made 
or the last payment is received. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
(1) Nature of the Case 
This is a case based upon separate oral contracts entered 
into over a period of time between Petersen and Williams under 
which Petersen agreed to and provided certain materials, supplies 
and labor and including one contract whereby Petersen agreed to 
repair Williams1 old generator. The initial dispute herein is 
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whether Petersen commenced action within the four year limitations 
period on the various oral contracts, and secondly, whether 
Petersen wrongly delivered and charged Williams for a new generator 
rather than repair Williams1 old generator as agreed to by 
Williams. 
(2) Course of the Proceedings 
The Complaint was filed in the Third District Court for 
the County of Salt Lake, some issues of law were decided by Summary 
Judgment and some issues were decided at trial which was held on 
January 25 and 29, 1991. 
(3) Disposition of the Trial Court 
The Third District Court below granted judgment to 
Petersen Electric on October 22, 1991 for damages in the amount of 
$13,424.74 and interest. 
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
1. Petersen and Williams entered into a number of 
separate oral contracts whereby Petersen agreed to provide to 
Williams certain electrical materials, supplies and labor including 
one contract to repair a generator. (Finding of Fact No. 5 and R. 
345; see Conclusion of Law No. 4, R. 349; R. 548, lines 23-25 and 
see for example R. 435, lines 8-10). 
2. Because Petersen failed to keep accurate records, the 
4 
debt became confused, and a dispute arose as to the amount due. 
(R. 464-5, lines 23-25 and 1-2, R. 478, lines 11-17, R. 523, lines 
18-23, R. 533, lines 22-25 and R. 607, lines 3-20). Williams 
denied that he owed the sums Petersen alleges. 
3. There was no open account for the materials, supplies 
and labor provided by Petersen to Williams under the various 
contracts. (Finding of Fact No. 10, R. 347 and Conclusion of Law 
No. 4, R. 349). 
4. Petersen filed the instant action on October 3, 1989, 
more than four years after all but two of the contracts had been 
fully performed. (R. 3). 
5. Exhibits 3, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are invoices for 
contracts already fully performed before September 30, 1985 and 
therefore Petersen's suit was commenced more than four years 
thereafter; and Exhibits 17 and 18 are invoices for two contracts 
completed after September 30, 1985 and for which suit was commenced 
within four years. (R. 241 and 254; and Appendix A). 
6. Some time prior to August, 1985 Petersen orally 
agreed to repair Williams' generator. (See R. 466, lines 9-20; R. 
531, lines 1-17). 
7. Petersen delivered a new generator contrary to 
Petersen's agreement to repair the old generator and altered the 
invoice to reflect that the old repaired generator was being 
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delivered. (See Petersen's invoice #02376 Trial Exhibit No. 15 
Appendix A and R. 481-83, examination by the Court). 
8. When Williams discovered that Petersen had delivered 
a new generator, Williams protested and refused payment. (R. 533 
lines 1-11 and R. 605-06 lines 18-25 and 1-7). Petersen picked up 
the new generator and has retained the new generator in Petersen's 
possession. (R. 438 lines 6-22). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
1. Because later sent invoices are merely unilateral 
reminders of the completed contracts and not part of the contracts, 
any terms contained in the invoices do not lengthen the applicable 
limitations period. The lower court should have det€>rmined and 
held that th€> applicable statute of limitations began to run for 
each contract upon Petersen's performance. 
2. In addition to Petersen's action being untimely as 
stated above, because Petersen wrongly delivered the new generator 
contrary to the agreement with Williams and because no agreement 
existed betw€>en Williams and Petersen for the purchase of a new 
generator, Petersen is not entitled to be paid therefor. 
6 
ARGUMENT 
I 
THE APPLICABLE STATUTE OF LIMITATION BEGAN 
TO RUN FOR EACH CONTRACT WHEN THE CAUSE OF 
ACTION AROSE UPON PETERSEN'S PERFORMANCE 
In this case, the lower court determined that the four-
year statute of limitation applies to the oral agreements of 
Petersen and Williams and that no open account existed. (Finding 
of Fact No. 4, R. 347, Conclusion of Law No. 6, R. 349). 
The statute of limitation begins to run at the time the cause 
of action arises. Utah Code Ann. §78-12-1 provides, 
Civil actions may be commenced only within the 
periods prescribed in this chapter, after the 
cause of action has accrued . . . (Emphasis 
added). 
It is universally held that, absent an agreement to the 
contrary, payment is due upon performance or delivery. 
If a contract of sale is silent as to the time 
of payment, the purchase price is payable upon 
delivery of the subject of the sale. 
Martindell v. Fiduciary Counsel, 26 A.2d 171, 173 (New Jersey 
1942) . See also William Feinstein Brothers, Inc. v. L.Z. Hotte 
Granite Co. , Inc., 184 A.2d 540, 542 (Vermont 1962), Southwest 
Engineering Company, Inc. v. Martin Tractor Co. Inc., 473 P.2d 18, 
24 (Kansas 1970), Southern Pac. Milling Co. v. Billiwhack Stock 
Farm, 122 P.2d 650, 652 (Cal. Ct. App. 1942), 77 CJS Sales §230(a) 
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pg. 998, and compare Utah Code Ann. §70A-2-310(a). 
The rule that payment is required upon delivery or 
performance is the logical and probable unexpressed intention of 
most sales agreements which do not provide otherwise and is a sound 
rule which avoids commercial uncertainty. 
In this case, Petersen could have brought a separate 
action against Williams upon completion of its performance of each 
of the several oral agreements. Each agreement in its fundamental 
terms was: When Petersen provides the specified materials, 
supplies or labor, then Williams will pay. Williams1 obligation to 
pay accrued immediately upon final delivery and performance givincf 
Petersen an immediate right to sue for payment. 
It must be remembered that the parties in this case* 
disagreed about the correct amount which should be charged for 
Petersen's goods and services. (R. 464-5, lines 23-25 and 1-2, R. 
478, lines 11-17, R. 523, lines 18-23, R. 533, lines 22-25 and R. 
607, lines 3-20). The dispute continued for a number of years and 
reached as fair back as December 1982, or almost seven years before 
Petersen filed its Complaint in this action. (See Exhibit 3 in 
Addendum "A"). The uncertainty in memory and records which results 
from the elapse of so long a time must be borne by Petersen who was 
responsible to keep accurate records and accurately and timely bill 
for his work. The obligation for timely action upon a Plaintiff is 
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also a sound reason upon which statutes of limitation are based. 
The concluding language of Section 78-12-25(1) does not 
change the obligation otherwise required by law to pay upon 
delivery or performance: 
[P]rovided, that action in all of the fore-
going cases may be commenced at any time 
within four years after the last charge is 
made • • 
The lower court held that no open account existed between 
the parties. It is also clear that the separate contracts were not 
for items "charged on a store account." Therefore each contract is 
a separate obligation and not a "charge" as is contemplated by 
Section 78-12-25(1). As used in the statute, "charge" refers to 
the substance of the transaction and not to the mere clerical or 
ministerial act of sending an invoice or bill which is not a part 
of the agreement. 
At most, if the language of the statute about running 
from a last charge is applicable to the separate contracts of 
Petersen, then the date of the last charge for each is the date of 
the performance by Petersen, the date when Petersen could charge 
Williams for the completed transaction or delivery of the goods and 
services. 
The terms of the invoices sent by Petersen some time 
later were not a part of any agreement and were never signed by nor 
agreed to by Williams (see Addendum "A"), at most were merely 
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reminders of the claimed amount due, and thus the terms of payment 
were never included in the terms of the oral agreements between the 
parties. 
In Farm & Auto Supply v. Phoenix Fuel Co,, 442 P.2d 88 
(Arizona 1968) the court stated, 
An invoice is "an account or catalogue of 
goods, with the value, marks, or particular 
description thereof annexed; a list of goods 
sold and the prices charged for them * * *" 
State v. Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, 222 Iowa 
1209, 271 N.W. 185. 
An invoice "is not a bill of sale, nor is it 
evidence of a sale. It is a mere detailed 
statement of the nature, quality, and cost or 
price of the things invoiced * * *" Dows v. 
Natl. Exch. Bank, 91 U.S. 618, 630, 23 L.Ed. 
214. 
An invoice is a business device, generally 
issued in duplicate, with a copy for the buyer 
and one for the seller. It is designed to 
expedite the bookkeeping of both the buyer and 
the seller. The seller's bookkeeper gets one 
copy and uses it to record in the seller's 
books, the amount which the buyer is obligated 
to pay; the buyer's bookkeeper gets the* other 
copy and uses it to record in the buyer' s 
books the amount which the buyer owed the 
seller for the purchase. The invoices have 
other uses - such as to keep track of the 
quantities bought and sold for cost accounting 
purposes, for excise-tax reports, etc. It is 
very possible that no one in the buyer's 
employ saw the invoices, other than the 
bookkeeper who was interested only in the 
dollar amounts. 
Id. at 91-92. 
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Thus, Petersen's invoices to Williams, comprising 
Exhibits 3, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16, were at most one sided 
ministerial acts, unilaterally sent, which did not affect the 
substance of the transaction or the obligations of the parties. 
No other term of the agreement of the parties or 
applicable statute required some other thing or act to occur before 
the cause of action arose. Thus the cause of action for each oral 
agreement arose the day of final delivery of the materials, 
services and labor which is the subject of each of the oral 
agreements. 
As stated above, it is universally held, absent an 
agreement to the contrary, that the proper running of the statute 
of limitation is the date of completion of work and delivery of all 
merchandise. The delivery of all merchandise, supplies and labor 
set forth on the invoices represented by Exhibits 3, 12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16 was completed prior to 4 years before October 3, 1985, the 
date the Complaint was filed as follows: 
Date of Invoice Date of Completion 
Exhibit 3 (September 30, 1985) December 1982 
Exhibit 12 (September 30, 1985) March 1, 1985 
Exhibit 13 (September 30, 1985) April 11, 1985 
Exhibit 14 (September 30, 1985) June 5, 1985 
Exhibit 15 (September 30, 1985) August 29, 1985 
Exhibit 16 (September 30, 1985) April 1, 1985 
R. 241 and see Appendix A. 
Therefore, the total of all Exhibit Numbers 3, 12, 13, 
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14, 15 and 16 should be deducted from the judgment entered by the 
lower court. 
II. 
NO AGREEMENT EXISTED BETWEEN WILLIAMS 
AND PETERSEN FOR THE PURCHASE OF 
A NEW GENERATOR 
Exhibit 15 is an invoice which is set forth with its 
related attachments in Appendix "A" and it represents an improper 
attempt by Petersen to sell Williams a new generator even though 
Exhibit 15 falsely represents the sale as a repair of Williams' old 
generator. In addition to Williams' argument that the claims for 
money due as represented by Exhibit 15 are barred by the statute of 
limitation, no agreement exists between Williams and Petersen to 
purchase a new generator. 
The evidence from both parties on the formation of the 
oral agreement regarding repairing the generator is that in the 
only contract formed directly with Williams, Petersen agreed to 
repair Williams' existing generator. It was Don Lloyd, an 
employee of Williams, who acquiesced with Petersen so that Petersen 
could sell a new generator, instead of repairing William's existincj 
generator. Petersen did not tell Lloyd that Williams had not 
agreed to purchase a new generator. (R. 585). 
Even though the trial court found Don Lloyd had apparent 
authority to act for Williams, Petersen was not entitled to rely on 
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Lloyd to bind Williams to purchase the new generator as discussed 
below. 
At trial McCarroll Petersen, the principal of Petersen 
(R. 389), confirms the agreement for repair only and testified on 
cross examination as follows: 
Q. I would like to know what your memory is of the 
conversation. 
A. David said, Go ahead and rebuild the old generator. 
Q. Is that your memory of the conversation with Mr. 
Williams? 
A. Yes. That was prior to us finding out when the 
armature was burnt. 
Q. He said to go ahead and repair the old generator? 
A. Rebuild the old generator. 
Q. Do you remember if you quoted him a price in that 
conversation? 
A. Yes, I know I did. 
R. at 466, lines 9-20. 
At trial David Williams testified as follows: 
Q. Will you relate what the substance and effect of that 
conversation was? 
A. Mr. Petersen told me that he felt that it was going 
to cost between $800.00 and $900.00 to repair my generator. 
I told him, okay, go ahead and repair the generator that I 
needed the generator fixed. So he said, all right, he would 
go ahead and get started on it. 
Q. Did he relate to you what he was going to do to 
repair it? 
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A. Well, he told me he was going to tear — he was in 
the process of tearing the generator down, and that, in 
looking at what needed to be done, that it was going to cost 
around $800.00 to $900.00 to fix. Did I want to go ahead and 
have it fixed? And I told him, yes, I did. 
Q. Anything else about that conversation? 
A. No, that's pretty well all that was said, other than 
he told me he would get right on it and get it out to us. 
Record at 531, lines 1-17. 
McCarroll Petersen's testimony is that only this one 
conversation took place between David Williams and him regarding 
repair of the* generator, and that all other conversations about the 
generator were only with Don Lloyd. R. 467 lines 4-6. 
Williams testified that two more conversations occurred 
with McCarroll Petersen. One conversation modified the agreement 
to include the additional cost of repair because the generator had 
seized "up badly." R. 531-32. The other conversation included the 
affirmation by Williams that he did not want to buy a new 
generator. R. 620-21 lines 24-25 and line 1 and see R. 533 lines 
1-3. 
Though McCarroll Petersen's testimony is less clear on 
the chronological order of his conversations with Williams and then 
with Lloyd, his version of the facts and conversations is 
sufficient to prevent Petersen from prevailing against Williams for 
the new generator based on the laws of contract and agency. In 
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other words, based upon well settled rules of agency and contract 
formation as are set forth below, no contract exists which requires 
Williams to purchase a new generator, and this conclusion is the 
fair, just and correct result in this case. 
McCarroll Petersen admits that during the conversation 
with Williams an oral agreement was formed to repair Williams 
generator. R. 466 lines 9-20. It is likely this conversation 
occurred prior to Petersen's conversations with Don Lloyd about the 
purchase of the new generator as is inferred from McCarroll 
Petersen's testimony at R. 467 lines 4-6. 
If the Williams' conversation about repairing the 
generator had occurred after Petersen's discussions with Lloyd 
about purchasing a new generator, Petersen would have known 
Williams had repudiated the Lloyd instructions and would be on 
actual notice that Lloyd was exceeding his authority as William's 
agent. Under the principles of agency law the result is clear: No 
enforceable agreement against Williams for purchase of the new 
generator because the principal has given notice of the agent's 
limited authority. Texas Co. v. Peacock, 293 P. 2d 949, 952 (Idaho 
1956) and Restatement of the Law, Agency 2d, §166, page 392. 
In Texas Co. v. Peacock the court stated, 
"On the other hand, apparent authority does 
not arise where the lack of the agent's 
authority is known, or should be known to the 
party dealing with the agent." 
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Texas Co., supra. at 952. 
It is more likely and logical that the Williams1 
conversation agreeing to pay for repairing the existing generator 
occurred prior to Petersen's conversations with Lloyd about the new 
generator. This sequence is also supported by the evidence as set 
forth above. However a different line of agency law reaches the 
same conclusion: Under the circumstances, Williams cannot be bound 
by the apparent authority of Don Lloyd to purchase* a new generator 
because (a) An agent has no authority to vary the terms of an 
existing agreement or (b) Petersen by implication had actual 
knowledge of Don Lloyd's limited agency because it was inconsistent 
with Petersen's agreement with Williams. 
a. An agent has no authority to vary the terms of an existing 
agreement. 
The power of an agent to execute or enter into an 
agreement does not include the authority to vary the agreement or 
modify its terms after execution or formation. See Forsyth v. 
Pentleton. 617 P. 2d 358, 361 (Utah 1980) and Crasv/ell v. Biggs, 86 
P.2d 71, 76 (Oregon 1938). The court in Craswell at 79 stated: 
"The rule is quite universal that the power to 
execute a contract or agreement does not grant 
authority or power to vary an agreement after 
the same has been executed, nor is the power 
to vary an agreement after execution inferred 
from a general power to make it. 2 C.J. 645, 
§ 289; Standard Ace. Ins. Co. v. Simpson, 4 
Cir., 64 F.2d 583, 587; 2 Am. Jur. 91, § 108. 
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It is stated in 2 C.J. 645, § 289, as follows: 
"Presumptively an agent is employed to make 
contracts, not to rescind or modify them, to 
acquire interests, not to give them up, and no 
power to cancel or vary an agreement is to be 
inferred from a general power to make it, nor 
has the agent any implied power to waive or 
give up rights or interests for his principal, 
or to increase his obligations and liabilities 
for the mere benefit of third persons, unless 
the principal knows or approves of such 
modifications by the agent." 
The Second Restatement on Agency states the same rule as 
follows: "Unless otherwise agreed, authority to buy or sell does 
not include authority to rescind or modify the terms of sale . . ." 
Restatement of the Law, Agency 2d, §66, page 180. 
As applied to this case, the original agreement was 
formed when Williams and Petersen agreed to repair William's 
generator. William's agent, Don Lloyd could not thereafter modify 
or alter the agreement by authorizing the purchase of a new 
generator instead of repairing the existing generator and, further 
more, did not have apparent authority to do so. 
The policy behind the rule that an agent cannot modify a 
prior agreement seems to be one of avoiding misunderstanding, 
miscommunication and contradictory results, and is supported by the 
facts of this case. Ultimately, Williams refused to pay for the 
new generator when he discovered his old generator had not been 
repaired and Petersen immediately picked up the new generator. (R. 
432, lines 6-22). 
A person dealing with an agent must use reasonable 
diligence and prudence to ascertain whether the agent is actincj 
within the scope of his powers. City Electric v. Dean Evans 
Chrysler - Plymouth, 672 P.2d 89, 90 (Utah 1983) and Trails Motors, 
Inc. v. First National Bank. 301 P.2d 775, 784 (Wyoming 1956). 
Reasonable diligence and prudence required Petersen to inquire 
about the scope of Lloyd's agency authority because he knew the 
last word he had from Williams was that Williams wanted his 
generator repaired. 
Don Lloyd was not aware from any source* nor informed by 
Peterson theit Williams had only authorized his generator be 
repaired (R. 585, lines 1-11) and was not aware Williams had 
specifically declined to buy a new generator from Petersen Electric 
(R. 615, lines 11-19). When Lloyd was later informed that Williams 
did not want the new generator, Petersen falsified the invoice to 
only show a repair of the old generator. R. 481-83. 
The original agreement to repair the old generator had 
been formed by Williams, Lloyd had no power under agency law to 
modify the agreement. Moreover, because Williams did not instruct 
Petersen that Lloyd had authority to modify the agreement, and 
Williams is not bound by Lloyd's apparent authority to purchase a 
new generator. 
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b. Petersen Electric had knowledge by implication of Don Lloyd's 
limited agency. 
As stated above, a principal is not bound by his agent's 
agreement with a third party if the agent knew or should have known 
the agent was exceeding his authority. See Texas Co, v. Peacock, 
supra. 
Because McCarroll Petersen knew that Williams had agreed 
only to have his generator repaired, Petersen Electric had actual 
knowledge of the subject matter and intention of the principal. 
Having knowledge about the existing contract and the intention of 
Williams, Petersen knew Lloyd's apparent authority was limited to 
the purpose of the contract (repair of the generator) and to the 
intention of the principal (repair of the generator). Because of 
his prior agreement with Williams, Petersen was bound to use 
reasonable diligence and prudence to determine whether Lloyd had 
authority to order the new generator. Had Petersen used reasonable 
diligence and prudence by first inquiring of Williams when Lloyd 
ordered the new generator he would have discovered before he 
ordered the new generator that Williams had not changed his mind 
and still wanted the old generator repaired. 
Petersen's own conduct shows that he knew his dealings 
with Lloyd were faulty as evidenced by his falsifying the invoice 
to reflect the deception that the old generator had been repaired 
19 
and by the immediate repossession of the new generator when he 
learned Williams did not want the new generator and would not pay 
for it. 
Thus Petersen knew or should have known that Lloyd was 
exceeding his authority when he instructed Petersen to deliver the 
new generator instead of repairing the old one. The result is the 
same: Williams is not bound by Lloyd's contract with Petersen. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, Williams requests that this Court reverse 
the judgment of the lower court and remand as follows: 
1. The lower court erred in holding that the applicable 
Statute of Limitation began to run on the 10th day of the month 
following the delivery of written billings or invoices to the 
Defendant. The Statute of Limitations begins to run when the cause 
of action arose upon performance by Petersen. 
2. There was no agreement between Petersen and Williams 
to purchase a new electrical generator as is demonstrated by 
Petersen's conduct in falsifying the invoice and when, upon 
Williams' repudiation of the sale of the new generator, Petersen 
immediately repossessed the new one. 
3. Remand this case to the lower court and require that 
20 
the amounts set forth in Exhibits 3, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 be 
deducted from the judgment entered below. 
DATED this /5 day of June, 1992. 
MICHAEL A. NEIDER 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the £ ^ day of June, 1992, I 
mailed four copies of the foregoing Brief of Appellant to the 
following: 
GREGORY M. SIMONSEN 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellee 
175 South Main St., #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
^ = — -
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Tab A 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC, INC., 
Plaintiff and Appellee 
vs. Case No. 920170-CA 
DAVID R. WILLIAMS, 
Defendant and Appellant 
APPENDIX "A" 
David R. Williams hereby submits the following Appendix "A" 
which contains copies of the trial exhibits numbered 3, 12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 as follows: 
1. Exhibit 3 
2. Exhibit 12 
3. Exhibit 13 
4. Exhibit 14 
5. Exhibit 15 
6. Exhibit 16 
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Tab 3 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
Electrical Contracting • Generators • Communication £ Electron c*-
Manne — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
02388 
JSTOMER 
)ORESS 
KFAM RADIO STATION 
C/O Industrial Communications 
1171 South West Temple st. 
SLC, Utah 
Attn: Don Lloyd 
Dave Williams 
P O NUMBER , 
ORDER DATE 3 - 1 5 - 8 2 
PHONE 
Make Mod. 
0€SC«'PfiON O* WO«* 
We installed a SOLA regulation 
transformer In raflin station to 
give better vpltage and speed 
control for tape machines, also 
Ou«n 
T o t a l l a b o r and m a t e r i a l s f o r tfhe 
e n t i r e work as o u t l i n e d . 
INVOICE DATE S e p t , 30th 1985| Mac P. 
Sates P«'*or 
Part § Descr»p««oi Put* 
3152 65 
installed a circuit breaker pane 
for the transformer output. 
Cliff Glasgrow asked for help 
in supplying more voltage for 
an antenna switching control. 
it was made for 240 Volts and th 
station had only 208 Volts, we 
did furnish and install a BOOST 
.transformer to give a total of 
febout2 38 Volts- this worked 100% 
w ikl 
$ 
^\ 
V? 
lrr».t*' Outpw' 
*m.!i*« Delator* 
fVc*'** ' S#«s uv ?c dt> 
R*ce-««> So.e»cf 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
C H A N N E L 
C H A N N E L 
O C O v u i o n 
f C C i t e - i * • £ip.'*ic*> Date 
Tfc^n'O** 
tk e-
F«*Qo«^Cy 
ICHANNEL 
4-
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 1 
C H A N N E L 
C H A N N E L 
P'eQ^e^cv 
I hereDy authorized the repa,r of the at>cve described ec-ipneni. 
and agree to the te-ms hereon. 
M PLAINTIFF'S 
t EXHIBIT 
I s3 
Time A Miiea9* 
Posted v\r-n w \ - ; ~ i 
Terms Net. 10th prcx a Finance 
Charge of 2H Per Month which 
la 24H Per Year win te charged 
on Unpaid Balance anc Coliec 
t ion Charges mc« jdmg 
reasonable attorney fee: 
Total Material 
Technical 
Service Time 
Sub Total 
Received 
By Total Amount 
3 1 5 2 , 6 ! 
Ta» Real Prop,no 1 
$3152^6! 
PLEAS" P £ Y O THIf INVOICE! 
Petersen Electric 
270 EAST 3300 SOUTH . SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 - PHONE 486^ 8361 - RES 278-4993 
KfAM- &dk 
R a w I*JU1P&UA*<\. 
$l.i£\ < : ^ r v K ^ A ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ r T / ^ 
OAOCD TAHCN sv 
OATt Or OBOth 
CuSIOW(t) s O*»0l» N I I M R I V 
n DAY WORK n CONTRACT n EXTRA 
iCB NAM( / N U M i r * 
JOB LOCATION 
TERMS a i/$i/> 
I ;oe 
>S&&*&p^<jo~ 
JL 
^MK^J 
^<T\ &HT. 
J?£. VT5///P7 
;1-6/?-<fo)/~/*/w!V\ 
\j^^f^^£w^\ ^ffo&eeri 
M ea 
4-^fe^t ^^°^t^. 
12A±Al 
/ 
'<z. 
TOTAL OTHER 
LABOR HRS. RATE 
ST 
3*/Aoc 
—o 
AMOUNT 
IE 
/cPWoP~ *"X 
o 
£z_ 
L 
M m 
ip li m 
~T»J&S' i-u< - m J A J ^ X # Si 
&> iv<*JL*« f/</-( aq im 
&-~ 
fcl 
w m 
LW IS.w 
fC ^W^^fV^^. •o-
W7W> &L 
TOTAL LABOR 33215? 
ATC cown-rrco 
TOTAL MATERIALS ->- TOTAL MATERIALS 
Work ordered by ZJLMty*!. 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL 
• * - * ' 
^ J M x r C 0 M P A i\i Y 
• ; ^ ~*+i&.m*ox 151250 • Salt Lake City, Utah *41 15-1250 • PH. 486-3371 
^^fCrtblLtOrS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT A SUPPIIES • RAP'O • TELEVISION ^ O M E ANO AUTO STEREO 
H SH,P T0 
INVOICE 
INVOICE NO. 
D 57449 
PST;:&S£tf BLECTftlC 
•*3ir-- .SOUTH 273 EAST 
-brr V-# * • 4 , UTAH 8 4 1 1 5 
4 ^ ^ - g .g^ / 
L J 
2* 
3 $ 
OJ 
gis 
°?i 
IS 
m «M at 
lis 
III 
- * • » N« 
is* 
DATE 
QUANTITY 
O"0fMO 
4 
TERMS 
UNIT 
I H IQTHWTCX NIT.30.PAYS 
Will CALL Q 2 MIC^AV * AOO PREPAID 
CUSTOMER 080ER NUMBER 
COUECT W.Q G.' |DELIVE 
bo A ^ ^ - ? ^ 
S<X4 /T ^ ^ g a . 
J" SALES OR BACK ORDEP NO " 1 ^ us-' 
0 . 1 j 8 5 d . O O 
f*s& 
i 37 kua «ON<: ku c rx>«ai 
A*SCEl-
LANKXJS 
B.O. • COPIES • INV. 
L-
CREDIT APPROVED BY SALESMAN 
31 
O^HER CHAtJGt'S 
DEUVERY ANO ACCEPTANCE Of THE ITEMS SHOWN ABOVE IS WITH THE AGRfEMENT THAT STANDARD SUPPIY COMPANY WILL INVOICE THE PURCHASER 
*OR THE ABOVE OESCRIBED ITEMS ANO THAI SAIO INVOICE WILL Bf DUE ANO PAYA8U AT THE OfFICE G- THE COMPANY AT 3424 SOUTH MAIN STREET. 
SALT LAKE C!T ' UTAH O N THE LAST DAY Of THE-MONTH f O U O W I N G THE DATE Of INVOICE. INTEREST SHALL BE CHARGtO Al THE RATE Of 
MDSE. TOTAl 
TTVtr 
Tab 12 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
Electrical Contracting Communication & Electronics 
Marine — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
>0R
"
S
 &££e,i>£ 
15976 
(LcMyOGmo 
faMfywurt. 
PC. NUMBER . 
DATE V(QV<LM \ > fffT 
/ * c/ /r 
vlake Mod. Ser. 
DESCPIPT ON OF WORK 
^ T ^ - t t o K , V.o \L^po^> orWt/alflLc^  
"SV KLXL. V l Q. o ^ r ^ . . C a u w o + 4 « a ^ r « ^ 
rWo o^**-*r up.- vL*jXja*.fLt> UuiV 
q Mete* Mod ] Ser * 
iter Output 
Watts 
liter Deviation 
:eiver Sens uv 20 dD 
e«wer Squelch
 u v 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
4ANNEL 
^NNEL 
No 
"" 
4ANNEL i 1 
O C Deviation 
F C C License * Expiration Date 
1 Quan 
I 
] 
! 
PHONE 
S3 ^L £*s J5P^"""" 
1 INVOICE DATE / m *OCs ^O ^ 
Part # Description 
vS\ ocv^W.o.<x.-tJiA. 
3 ^ ^ 1 « ^A.,u«,r,,f,e <@.^0 
[ 
Tecnmoan 
Date ' 
Frequency 
-IANNEL j j 
1 1 No 1 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
j 
CHANNEL | |. 
CHANNEL 
[CHANNEL 
Frequency j 
1 hereby author zed the repair of the above described eauipment | 
i d certify t 
gnature 
ha t it s lee jally hcens ed 
Call 
Sign 
j^^mmwmm^^mmtmmmmmmmm^^mm^ 
^ 
a PLAINTIFF' 
g EXHIBIT 
1 ^ 1 /*-\mmm 
z—l 
-I-
Freight Phone Cal 
Time & Mileage 
Posted: , i J0<H ^felxsi 
Terms N«t. 10th prox a Finance 
C h a r g e Of 2 % Per M o n t h which is 
24% P«r Y«ar will be charged on 
Unpaid Balance and Collection 
Charges. 
Total Material 
^r j fechnical 
Service Time 
Sub Total 
Tax 
Total Amount 
r~ry s A O f 1 ^ - ^ - « . 
Sales Person 
Price 
cf. 
n. 
1 
N 
0\ 
i 
WW: 
^ \$£ 
l~7£.\8: 
foMl 
Z221 £ 
PLEASE PAY ON THIS INVOICE 
*&r*Z&&" 
WORK ORDER 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC. 
Communications & Generators 
3324 South 275 East • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone 486-8361 
Kfh^-
TERMS. 
/ • H O N l 
[ ouni* T * K ( N BV 
G DAY WORK 
! JOB N A M i > N U M S f • 
iOf t C O C A T i O K 
t JOB f ' M O N l 
o*ir or oout * ^ \ 
C U S I O M l h \ O D U I " N t . M H t f 
Q CONTRACT ,n EXTRA 
J 
?TY. ! 
, Tv$« 
1 
( 1 
' 
i «jl\ 
1 
! 
1 
1 
i 
i 
I 
} 
i 
I 
i 
1 
. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
/ 
! / 
1 
r. co*i#n.rrio 
^ork ordered by 
MATERIAL 
s;N _^<^=«. /> _ 
6 1 * 
^ 
% ic<* 
Q1AC[ 
(1 ty 
^ ^ ^ 
? 
/ 
^ ' ,A 10- ' //Jf> 
| PRICE 
/ 
/ . ' A 
A 
A \ xi i 
y A) /
 \^ °1 / \K.n\ 
' / ' fc7' / ™U 
<s 
^ 
n*~\ 
A 
r U 
ffA 
f l i 
^ " 1 
7 
^ 
*3 
^^ "1 
| TOTAL MATERIALS 
| AMOUNT 
" - • 
' 
"i 
^ t 
T DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
D 
-~"wx^ —"" 
1 0 ^ - ^ ^ 
^J C\ r ^ ^ > -
^ " " 
\ ^ 
OTHER C H A R G E S 
— 
TOTAL OTHER 
LABOTC 
« - \\.c-*-\)p KL-^-jpu*^-
1 HJ«,ti»i( 
" \ \ r * ^ £ \ TJI» ^ ^ 
. 
-.K" 
HRS. 
i 
( 
X. 
^r X V 
RATE 
- ^ 
* & 
f ^ 
TOTAL LABOR 
B» TO 
" • - - • — N — ^ | V J 
1 C^ f77 . l i U f_ t 
TAL MATERIALS 
TOTAL OTHER 
T A V 
1 1 
r "T 
1 i i i 
AMOUNT 
1 
, i 
1 
• " • 
Tab 13 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
Electrical Contracting • Generators • Communication & Electronics 
Marine — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
02389 
STOMER 
)RESS 
Industrial Communications 
1171 South West Temple St, 
SLCUtah 
A t t n ; Don Lloyd 
3ke Mod. Ser. 
P.O. NUMBER. 
ORDER DATE. 
PHONE 
INVOICE DATE 
Dave Williams 
A p r i l 11th 1985 
Sept.30th 1985 Mac P. 
S^tes Person 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK Quan Oescnpiwo 
abor & Materials to tune up 
tandby Generator. 
Spk Plugs #167-0237 8. P0 
Ser • 
Output 
O C Deviation 
FCC License « 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
Expiration Date 12L 
Technician 
uv 20 dD 
•r Soueicr. 
Date 
iNEL 
NINEL f 
JNEL ' 
4NEL 1 
JNEL I 
4NEL 
Frequency 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
Freqc^-'Y 
Freight Poone Call 
r
-.me £ Vil lage 
Hqsted:
 4 , 
jreby authortzec me repair of the above described equipment, 
igree to the terns hereon. 
ture 
Terms Net. 10th prox. a Finance 
Charge of 2 H Per Month which 
Is 24H Pw Year will be charged 
on Unpaid Balance and Collec-
tion Charges inc luding 
reasonable attorney fees. 
Received 
By 
Total Material 
Technical i 
ServicG Time 
Sub Total 
Tax 
Total Amount 
8.DO 
37.00 
i . 
45.J)0 
2.5< 
$47 .59 
M l • » * < • * • > * • A W / M i ^P« • • # • » I f t l l f / M 
WORK ORDER 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC. 
Communications & Generators 
3324 South 275 East • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone 486-8361 
TERMS 
/^HOHl 
Olfilft UmlH «r 
n DAY WORK 
JOB N A W ( / N U M I M 
JOB t O C A l l O N 
>OB ^ M O N l 
0*U or o»o» •« ~ ^ \ 
C t i S I Q M l M S O R O I " N I I M H I M 
D CONTRACT G EXTPA 
ST Aft t l N ( . > l * l | ] 
Work ordered by 
Tab 14 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
Electrical Contracting • Generators • Communication & Electronics 
Marine — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
02387 
;TOMER KFAM R A D I O STA 
)RESS C / / ° D o n ^lcyd 
1171 South West Temple Street 
SLC, Utah 
JIIMIUH ^On _Lioy_d t Q **C P 
ORDER DATE _A£E^ L _ 2 J _ L ^ _ . . 
PHONE 
ike Mod,, Ser. 
INVOICE DATE S e p t . 3 0 t h 1985 Mac P . 
Sates Person 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK, 
m e t r i c a l w i r e i n g a t Rad io KFAM 
i t i o n t o i n s t a l l a 480 Vn\+ 
le 600 F e e t o u t i n t h e back; t o 
a3La_nev£ jjiixnjjL^foj: l a k e .jw:atex-.- _ 
stall all switch gear inside of 
r
 conductors across field,up 
pump assemblt 
Ouan 
bui lding 
Pan f Descnpion 
Total labor and materials 
to complete entire job £»JS 
outlined, — — — -
4846187 
>ricate a special mount for the 
ttrols to set on the concrete 
-e in all controls,teat pi pump, 
er we were asked to install a 
se Procter unit, to cut off 
power incase one phase is lostjT^  
.s is to protect the motor^ - — -« 
tall a thirg sensor, ('had tc^ -^ ifo^  
up from Nickersons) set all jj 
>e
 1a •—And have—concrete holes—cuiv;' 
\j£^^Am, y 
« ' Squ*»Cti 
>NNEL 
.NN6L 
NNEL 
NNEL 
NNEL 
NNEL 
L I IX'VMKOll 
License # I d p nation Date 
Frequency 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
Frequency 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
hereby authorized the repair of the above described equipment 
agree to the terms hereon 
1 1 • ii J im I :"'x>n*» Calf 
Time & Mileage 
Posted: 
Kr>M iol^)^d 
Terms Net. 1Pth prox. a Finance 
Charge of 2% Per Month which 
Is 24W ?9r Year will be charged 
on Unpaid Balance and Collec-
tion Charges inc luding 
reasonable attorney fees 
Received 
By _ 
Total Material 
Technical 
Service Time 
Sub Total 
I citiNl Amount 
4846.187 
Tax Real Prop. NO TA 
$4846 87 
Petersen Electric 
•* (.v / i a v ^ p //j U--
27^ t-^"vO i OsJOw w w w i - S A O LAKt CUV. U1AH WI1L F'HGNfe 4J% «a * I RI S J ' M W J 
£&ul 
T S l O l B r*«£N BY 
j * u r i f ^ . w i i ** 
STO"* w OROt * 
D DAY WORK G CONTRACT E » n n 
, 0 8 NAM! / NUt*ai* 
, 0 8 iOC*'»ON 
i OS riMONI, 
TCRMS 
' t f izm 
QTY. MATERIAL PRICE 
*i£Hi.Mb« 
AMOUNT 
<Kv%& 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
&HA,ik 'Kie^at^^. fe 3^Jr^£7 
u w^j&^epj^r 
LD_V £'v , /^^7 ^£" 
OA. 
fo*J&{*f.J>*&U £*«£& 
m 
T)t,j^ <;• yA ^  ^ x. TTzry 
'ttx^S^ 
a i3d ^J7d 
fflado<? Ccuova-, &zf ' 
3bz 
^ 2£s 
^f^ 
(U %*z7Q{„, ,. jfy&ta^p-e*J2u£ 
OTHER CHARGES 
2-%fQ v-M- afuA< £ *3Y 
sLdfteA U.- 2-i l »\' / v */•/• ^ « 7 ^ 3 "/ 
&kst Vd 
I X3 
1PM U>^ Y-f
- « t ^ A -
&?tti& 
iM^fc 
*/a*\& 
£&VJ*K (3. \tt\ S-?>1- ?.$ty* 
— ^ 
z-zirMu 
\- lh" >l 9(1° ^ n u , 2# K<? 
5- ' \ W% A*0&& sfiU 
3- •ppiry^^t. l~-4<? WJ~Jt& 
I. 67 £ @5T 
&> 5 
TOTAL OTHER 
£. fc? LABOR 
L W\ 
/. 
MM 
rn^^f T T ^ -l~ 
HRS.| RATE 
rv? 
AMOUNT 
: ^ 1 5?* p-r/ /jp-^r-^r ifeZio: <V- f/l" fif^^L^u^c 
3. 
f fr& 7< 
X\ V~&~Sirj,f? S%> 
6-JT-& V+V £-3- ?-~ f-n 
?A 
ZfCA* 
<^e J. W 
~L £ - ^- <g '
a < — T " 70?*CK 3 - : i{rv Opjzr fjz^^< 
0 '< 
a- SUf: lP 1 * ^ ^ 
A: /6? L M -<?• 
^ 4 
£S w.r-3/- ^^ ^ 
^3.fc> 
^ 
? y ^ ^ iL m TOTAL LABOR U 
I f t COM P I fT CO 
TOTAL MATERIALS 1151. Wl •* - TOTAL MATERIALS //.f/-
Work ordered by 
ipnsture 
<57W, ( :y^ 
TOTAL OTHER /3/ , ; 
^ * 
"TOTAL 
Petersen Electric 
270 EAST 3300 SOUTH - SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84115 - PHONE 486-836! - RES 278-4993 
fo* i ( or oRoi(. «. •~3*"1' "N\ 
KFAM 
f*nOHt 
r B1TKR 1 * M N I Y 
| Q DAY WORK 
JOB NAM! / NUM8C A 
JOB L O C A T I O N 
i<5'e PM5N[ \ 
OAK nr oRoi(. «.
 k „ _•"*•*"" \ 
C i J i» 1 0 w l n s 0 H O I K ' . I I M H I M .IIP.—..,,,, 
Q CONTRACT [ j EXTRA 1 
, ! Aft t INI. i;« ! i 
,„ .....'A ^A&L^P.^ 
uf>c- [/ -. CKic^t^ 
JZA^MS£L(Z£M«-J££: 
J-TE^zTb^ScJ 
b &a i/<ye.f tfoA 
S^^WI^ 
a" (/ &>ir s&^ 
1 ^ SU~€, *^fe& /-CUrJ&A QrtSAc&rUvPo 3 ' ^ AT'' sU* M&k ft ft 
8-u ^ ^it 
£ n 
W ZMT-b 
* LA1! #i 
GrftUd. 
i i-'. . / A I*?* TV: 
&<7,fe? 
37 
M 
A 
/.be? 
3. 
Y<? v ^ t O 
£>Yrl 3c\ m 
^ 
S3 
m 
K-
y.p? 
/ v j « to^ -<n 
LABOR 
TOTAl OTHER 
'HRS I RA II IE AMOUNT 
U <r*' 
I t,7C rl OfLJL. 
Tc^U- 3* • 
& ^OH '^jfofM 
I i2L m T m m 
TOTAL LABOR 
TOTAL MATERIALS i03t.K •+- TOTAL MATERIALS /<?&-..a 
Work ordered by 
'IT. I 1 ' ) >' i 
TOTAL OTHER 
•"0O! Y INC, 
. ^ ^ r2e ;3 3000 
Payable 10th prox. A SERVICE CHARGE ol ?% per month. 
which is an ANNUAL RATE of 24% will be charged on ai! past 
due accounts. Purchaser agrees to pay a-l costs and expenses 
including reasonable attorney's fees in the event collection be 
comes necessary. 
There will be a handling and restocking charge on all returned 
goods. Written permission required for an returns, 
H sT 
H PETERSON t . •• ' 
1
 3 3 2 4 SHUT-! = :- •xr 
P ^ v . - . 
INVGIU NO. 
' I . V I C o V,' 
~i 
j 
p c. 
=!£D 
SHIP/INV DATE , SALESMAN 
BACKORD, 
' 
SwtPP£^ 
" 
D E ^ C M I P T O N 
ORDER** 
, V 0 1 - ) ^ 
: r ^ o n £/<>* r . . ^ , N 
PL.C.;2(;(;4 2~}"M GKND INS BUSH 
T O f r v < i \ , 
TA 
i in i i 
./•••• i i ,i 
RED NO. SHIPPFD VIA | f 0 B 
U/C |l'L,'. I IN* 
PQ)CS 
IF PI, in 
111 "Il: IIPI 'II 1.1 „ 
/I) 
DISCOUNT AMOUNT 
SUB-TOTAL 
SALES TAX 
FREIGHT 
TOTAL 
AMOUNT 
' i ) i ; ^ C 
-»a 
<=. t 1 / w f 
Tsr 
rjozr 
DUPLICATE 
/ : Electrical Wholesale Supply 
3G2SSS 
. - STA : 
'.O'X - 8 : T 
- " :i 26i :-2555 
658 N. STATE 
P.O. BOX 358 
OREM, UTAH 94057 
PHONE (801) 224-3450 
600 \ A :^S£^- AVE 
BC- 2"6 
L T AM 84041 
«
p 1
 544 -?06 
",': ' j i
 i t i . : 
PQ %-}Y ' ^* 
ST G c O n G i U T - * H 84^ 
P M H r 4 [ i ' V i r c i;\;f 
3a • M t . , , 1 , 
!C 
Date ^ - / 5 19i's" 
5" 
CUSTOMER OHD6B NO j r i P a ^ D AN1-) DATF 
iiillULtl 
EEJGTEIJ 
QUANTITY 
SHIPPED DESCRIPTION • 
.?_ ^ V An.a^o E IB ^ 
..-/ /
 H V t< -
! • - • - - - - - • • — - - y • - * • « * • ^ 
._l_..J L^ o-C ... ^ . k . ( o L _ . . . 
^ ^ 
.U 
^ 
^-/ 
:
-i. .j=A..zy; 
<^-
sf 
.is 
• V - I O 
H oU 
c-ts 
WH w y v 
^ 
..£$> ^ " • : 
f'.II.VI.MII.'.ll.'L'MUJ-iM-^J.IJn'i^.i.llfTa 
Ltir ^"«rqva a service cf>a'C}* c o m p u t e t ai tfi*» mon tn i y f j j c of IV,% T h * is a u»v 
• nc)i.o>ng court c o i n and reasonace a t torney ' * '«*•• *' cGi ' rcuon n rcuotn-d 
/• / / J— ^ 
' .tnod itv;u • t'l* i ' 
he cnt.irp pu f f I nc tv 
..d^_l^. 
,H ;^ 
Flectrical Wholesale suppiy 
i 1 r 
,f C'T\ J T A h 84107 
jr,t (80H 26fa-2555 
Pi j BOX 358 
u"M, UTAH 3405? 
<E m01) 224 34 50 
bin N ( 30 V- 013Eh A\$ 
ir'd B0< 278 
LAY10N, UTAH 84041 
PHONE (801) 544i?'* 
^ 7 7 7:o*i 7./: ; : R I C 
\ .,,- i; ci : r . UTA:I 1115 
i j f e 
455 NO. 1400 E. 
RO. BOX 1101 
ST. GEORGE, UTAH 84770 
PHONE (801; 628-4246 
KFA-Aj 
•T-5' i»JS" 
LLED BY | CHE *ED fts 
• \ i 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO SHIPPED AND DATE p : 3 POINT 
LQ 
airrmrr 
; QUANTITY. 
•
i i ' SHIPPED I: DESCRIPTION ' 
?_ 
4_ 
7 . 7 , ^ <%? 
Q' / -3 " <QA£MC. 
€
1-
>; / ' / -
'oCL^t.,4-
/ 
).Ot NV: 
ft'* o r '(•)" 
? / 
£T 
/7^ 
£ # 
Ml 
iA? 
t • i '&L 
C\ 11.3/ 
^ 7 
£ <7 
iiff?imTv,iiw.,i^.;M-Mj.UJi'iJi.i.im.^ 
S/Wvice cnaaq^COiriDuied at the monmiy rate of 1V4%. Thit it • per •nnum rata of 18% Purchaser t U 
u f i / c o i t i J / / r t i ionjoJr attorney i fea tf couactton n ra<jutred. ft it undarttood mat n1 <* 'O u i 
WhPle«t> ,bUt)piv un(" The entirf purcnate p n c and any intaret * --•-jifon t o«td < 'uM 
SUB TOTAL 7L 
Sales Credit No. /{/ ^Zl 
PLEASE PAY O N T M?C Al l . RETURNED MERCHANDISE 
TO, A ? n % RESTOCKING Cth\ 
su 
RGf 
,7RiC SUPPLY, INC 
JOUTH MAIN S""REE1 
JOX 15'.'.18 
/ L A K E CITY, UTAH 84115 
/ONE (PC1 .263-300 
/''R:USV';lrlE:i; CODE: 00 73 
PETTRS0 4 ELECTRIC 
3324 SOJTH 275 EAS f 
SALT" LAAE CITY I UAH 
o n I i w' 
L 
TERMS 
Payable 10th pi ox„ A SERVICE CHARGE of 2% per month, 
which is an ANNUAL RATE of 24% will be charged on all past 
due accounts. Purchaser agrees to pay all costs and expenses 
including reasonable attorney's fees n the event collection be-
comes necessary. 
There will be a handling and restocking charge on all returned 
goods. Written permission required for all returns. 
~l sT 
H PETERSON E L E C T R I C 
1
 3 3 2 4 SOUTH 2 7 5 EAST 
H
 S A L T L.AKtT C I T Y , UTAH 
8 4 1 1 5 
INVOICE N 
0 1 0 3 1 0 4 
PAGE NO 
1 
J 
>ATE ; SHIP/IN; . DATE 
:j / 8 ?> ! * } ; i :i / 9 5 
- t-
SALESMAN 
riOUSE 
REGNO SHIPPED VIA F 0 H 
3DERED BACK OR. 1, 
Q 
SHIPPED DESC^IPTCN 
786/030472 
•-30Arr,J 1 ^ OA 
UNIT 
E£A 
PRICE DISCOUNT 
68.. 500' 
v . / \ ^ C . rt . 
' l ' 
u \ 
ip 
AMOUNT 
6 0 |:0 
C/O IF PAJO 
BY 10TM PflOX 
* 1 . 37 
SUB-TO^ A „ 
SALES TAX 
FREIGHT 
±6 *-0 
J <=4 
CO 
TOTAL 
MOUNT • J IE 
INVOICE 
Electrical Wholesale Supply 
,ffx UTAH 34 10:1 
eSS N STATE 
P.t BOX 358 
-\ UTAH 84057 
-r>t fSOl) 224-3450 
600 N. 630 W. OLSEN AVE. 
P.O. BOX 2/8 
LAYTON, UTAH 84041 
PHONE (801) 544-1206 
455 NO. 1400 E. 
RO. BOX 1101 
ST, GEORGE, UTAH 84770 
PHONE (801) 628-4248 
V I I I / , k 
SEES! 
null M i " i " -1 
.;iro:J F.LZCTRH 
Date 
• : -.1 GOUT;! 27 5 EA'ffT ~ ' " 
.-.-.: L,V-:-: ci FY. UTAII ni l 15 
/ ' - - ^ 
60 t X C M £ C K E 0 B T * CUSTOMER or.otf l NO SHIPPED AND DATp r i p PQIMT TERMS 
^*S*<H | lwr ,T? D E S C R I P T I O N ^ A M O t l l ^ ^ ' 
n. r A Cf PAN O N T h f r i Al l PF ' l RNED M E P C H A r J j r e SU8; [ 
jvaish* 
CONCRETE CUTTING SPECIALISTS 
Core Drilling • Wall Sawing • Slab Sawing • Breaking • Removal 
4621 Cherry Street. Salt Lake City, Utah 84123 
OGDEN 
(801) 470-6996 
SALT LAKE CITY 
(801) 268-2700 
PROVO 
(801) 224-4639 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC 
3324 SOUTH 275 EAST 
SALT LAKE CITY, .UTAH 94115 
0[W©0©l 
DATE: 4 / 3 0 / 8 5 
***—, ,A . n~M*m t.hmrnm Qi | SH D e r month (IQH pi. Annum) 
STUART ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC. 
PHONE (801) 466^8603 
SALT L A K E CITY. U T A H 84115 
INVOICE OATE 
0.6/.04/.8; 
r%m 
s T 00Q5156 
° PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC 
D 
T 3324 SOTUH 275 EAST 
oi_ SALT LAKE;-. CITY UT 84115 
I CUSTOMER, P.O. 
2999 SOUTH 300 WEST 
sT 
" SftMEr 
P 
INVOICE NO. 
7 4 9 9 0 
J 
T 
~l 
J 
.NUMBER' 
1\ 
w P ^ 
Q.» 
xmfsm 
TERMS 
NET lblh PROX, 
OUR ORDER NO. 
7 4 9 9 0 . 
frl»g?^g&?^ 
S H I P V I A — • — — 
CALL 
litotes**?) 
47VA32Hi PHASE F A I LUREt REtjAJfy 
COMPLETE/ORDER 
SALESMAN -• 
DUANE. 
SSim 
, 2 1 7 . 6 2 q d 
•#S5S9' 
Q 2 1 7 - 6 2 
TERMS AND DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Acc-.xmt* are due and payable 10th of month followinq date of invoice. A 
financt chargt of 1Vfc% ptr month, whichis 18% p«r annum, will be charged on the unpaid IMUHCC .t past du»* *cr<v>ff*. Cm 
tomer agrees to pay a reasonable attorney's fee and other costs of collection after default and referral to an attorney 
nmniMzu 
SUBTOTAL 
SALES TAX 
TRANSPORTATION 
CHARGE: 
2 1 7 . 6 2 
12.51 
0 
2 3 0 . I d 
STUART ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC. 
PHONE (801) 466^603 
sf 0005156 
° PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC 
D 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84115 
~l 
2999 SOUTH 300 WEST 
» SAME 
p 
INVOICE NO. 
75030 
T 3324 SOTUH 275 EAST 
0L_ SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 J 
T 
1 
J 
INVOICE DATE 
0 6 / 0 5 / 8 ! 
'< A iQBDj 
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER 
< MACK 
owy*?) \SHIPREO 
TERMS 
NFT lOlh PHDX. 
OUR OROEn NO. 
' 7 5 0 3 0 
^ S W ^ ? ? ^ ^ ^ 
SHIP VIA 
WILL CALL 
SALESMAN 
PAUL 
-r-AMouwT?y>* 
5 
1 
10 
EA 
EA 
O 
0 
0 
5 
1 
10 
351 TERMINAL BLOCKS 
330 Ejvjp SEgTIpN 
ATM4 FUSE 
4.250d 
.?80d 
3l460d 
21.23 
33.6q 
TERMS AND DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Accounts are due ar.d payable 10th of monlh lollowing date of invoice. A 
finance charge ol 1)4% per month, which is 18% per annum, will be charged on the unpaid balance ol pail due accounts. Cus 
tomer agrees to pay a reasonable attorney's lee and other costs of collection after default and referral to an attorney. 
ORIGINAL 
SUBTOTAL 
SALES TAX 
TRANSPORTATION 
CilARGES 
5 6 . 8 3 
3.27J 
q 
60. i d 
/ • 
*y; 
§SL \ 
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<3U** 
^ / 
l£L&-2 ^pAz 
>> 2<W* 
S^? 
^S-9 
3<?&i 
n 0 UoJf 5.1 
-
7
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• I v 4. /""N. /"v — I 
IQ j c5 A2^iLviX. L^-^tWws^w._.. 
.^7 
5 ' i c 
/ c 
I l^r. ic 
v^L__J_ JL-1& 
ET | _ 'hj c. * <\ 
££*£$Bi£a*5fc^ ^> i^w*; 0 
Tab 15 
Electrical Contracting • Generators • Communication & Electronics 
Marine — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
02376 
JSTOMER I n d u s t r i a l Communications 
1171 South West Temple S t r e e t 
DRESS
 S L C # u t a h 8 4 1 1 5 
ATTN: MR. DON LLOYD 
P.O. NUMBER 
ORDER DATE 
PHONE 
Don t o mac & e a s t 
Aake Mod. Ser. 
DESCHIPT ON OF WORK 
>on, t h i s u n i t should g e t back* 
up on the mountain BEF$BE I*: 
S i N U W b . 
KJ Meter f Moo 
1 
1 Ser * 
mer Output 
Watts 
utter Deviation 
ceiver Sens uv 20 db 
reiver Squeich
 u v 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
HANNEL 
No 
0 C Deviation 
F C C License » Expiration Date 
Quan 
1 
i t 
1 iNvoirFnATP S e p t . 3 0 t h 1985 Mac ] P. 
Sales Person 
Pan # Description 
Repairs t o onan generator f o r 
mountain top use, as per quot 
! and conversat ion w i t h Don, 
/Complete overhaul w i t h new 
armature necessary. 
| j PLAINTIFF'S 1 
• | EXHIBIT 1 
1 1 
$90?G6 6rt 
r a - 2 3 7 5 / 9 3 0 8 5 1 
Technician 
Date 
Frequency 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
[CHANNEL 
No 1 Frequency 
1 hereby authorized the repair of the above described equipment, 
nd agree tc 
ignntye __ 
) the terms hereon. 
Freight Pt\one Can 
Time A Mileage 
i?/f-i3 ifc/-^Ja<r 
Terms Net. 10th prox. a F nance 
Charge of 2% Per Month which 
Is 24W Per Year will be charged 
on Unpaid Balance ana Collec-
tion Charges including 
reasonable attorney vees 
. 
Rec 
By 
WIVOVJ 
Total Material 
Technical 
Service Time 
Sub Total 
Tax 
Total Amount 
Price 
2697 
» 
04 
i 
I 
i 
2697 . 
155 . 
$2852 . 
04 
08 
12 
PLEASE PAY ON THIS INVOICE 
ORIGINAL 
vw / , IIIU. 
a^/{^f/,£m^°^ 02375 
JSTOMER I n d u s t r i a l C< 
, 0 „ ^ . '11"1 S o u t h W€ ) 0 R E b b
 SLC, Utah 84 
A t t n ; Don L i e 
ah 84115 
^ -K . 
. &**&>* D o n t o M a c * E a s t * 
3CR-12V 
viakeON.\N 4 - OCCK Mod. Set D 8 3 0 6 5 6 0 6 9 
:JATE. 
PHONE. 
INVOICE DATE S e p t . 3 0 t h 1985 Mac P . Sales Person 
^t'SC^iP'lON OF WORK Ouan Description 
ton, this unit should get up 
m-ttrer MOUNTAIN before it snowsT 
New Onan Generator, modified 
for your Vacu-Flo cooling 
exchange for old unit. 
Gen. 2313.63 
Dual Carb. 
Propane, 124.00 
Put your 
parts for 
cooling on uni^:. 
192.56 
Frt. to SL66.85 
2697.04 
Aug.29th Measure Shop panel 
current,and "install new GE 
THQB22100 Breaker & cover Pnl. 
April 1st. Trip to Mountain to 
change Meter base, and mount 
new service.(East got Burnt) 
Labor & Materials. Found the 
old Generator was Froze up, anfl 
re-wired the service. Labor an& 
materials TOTAL 
ANNEL 
ANNEL 
ANNEL ! 
ANNEL | 
ANNEL ! 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL i 
CHANNEL 
horoby authorizec the repair of the above described equipment, 
d agree to the terns hereon. 
[nature 
Terms Net. 10th prox. a Finance 
Charge of 2<K> Per Month which 
is 24% Per Year will be charged 
on Unpaid Balance and Collec-
tion Charges including 
reasonable attorney fees. 
Received 
By 
PLEASE PAY ON THIS INVOICE 
ORIGINAL 
2. DUMP 
;?c?^7^ 
printing services 
3326 So. 275 E. S.L.C.f Ut. 84115 
M Jl*~" 
Lr 
pec? \ / fi I?- ^° 
til.5. $° 
& • • 
/9s-<i-T~ll -O-O 
<P& 
ffl 4&&L 
<7 C&G a y</. -
• ^ 
-e-^> £<£»** 
T W r & V l l V I V L T i J I V 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC. 
Communications & Generators 
3324 South 275 East • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone 486-8361 
^^\MJUL4AS^UL> CJ*-7^-V^ ^
 
y ^ M O N t ~~ 
ORDCA TARCN BY 
• DAY WORK 
L j O S NAMl / NUMBCR 
iOe LOCATION 
JOB PHONt 
OATt Of OBO»«« ~ " \ 
CUSIOMLNS OBOIM NUMHIP 
n CONTRACT G EXTRA 
| S l A R T l N ( . | ) A l l 1 J 
f -^-?> 
QTY. j MATERIAL PRICE 
^£car-3c^//;y 
!0&XQ<gZArf6'! 
y^4&> rkJL v' 
AMOUNT 
t 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
r/u~ ^
 2& ( J^C^A **f/f> 
^h^-^cX 
^ g . ^ ^ . ^ f 
^ 
' £ fc-i4)-JboisA 
Work ordered by 
Signature 
I htrnby •cfcno«ta4c« tt>« MtMfactory compWwc o* tfw •&©*• 6wcrib*a work 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
POWER TRANSMISSION 
SALT LAKE • DENVER 
ALBUQUERQUE • GRAND JUNCT.ON 
._£*/-</?££> 
C.W. SILVER CO., INC. 550 WEST 7th SOUTH • SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101 • PHONE (801) 355-5373 
P R O P O S A L proposalN0Q 0 6 9 3 
Date: 5/30/85 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC User: 
Address 
Attention: j ^
 P E T E R S E N For "Application" 
In reply to your inquiry we take pleasure in quoting you on the following described equipment, subject 
to our standard terms and conditions ot sale on the back of this proposal. 
ONE ONAN GENERATOR MODEL # 10.0CCKB-3CR, WITH STANDARD CONTROLS 
AND EQUIPMENT PER SPECIFICATION SHEET # A-598F, ENCLOSED. 
EQUIPMENT TO BE SHIPPED LOOSE FOR CUSTOMER INSTALLATION 
1) 148-0602 GAS CONVERSION KIT 
1) 148-0523 PRESSURE REGULATOR 
1) 149-0558 FUEL STRAINER 
1) 307-0312 SOLENOID VALVE 
1) 503-0310 FLEXIBLE FUEL LINE 
PRICE $ 3 , 2 0 9 . 0 0 +-33e<£ 'L-in'-T 
Shipment: 1 0 - 1 4 DAYS, SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
F.O.B. DENVER, CO. FREIGHT PREPAID & ALLOWED TO F I R S T DEST 
Terms: 
NET 3 0 DAYS 
We thank you for this opportunity of quoting and trust that we may be favored with your valued order. 
Yours very truly, 
C.W. SILVER CO., INC. 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
COMMUNICATIONS • GENERATORS • ELECTRICAL 
3324 SOUTH 275 EAST • SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 • PHONE (801) 486-8361 
August 16th 1985 
To Industrial Communications 
Attn; Don Lloyd/Dave Williams 
Don; 
To confirm our conversation the other day about price for the transfer 
switch for the Mountain top. 
The price for the 100A 1 Phase automatic transfer switch with the 
battery charger,Hour meter,volt,Freq. meter, with Elect, held relay, 
is $2760.00 FOB SLC + state tax , 
Not recalling durring,our conversation, your old transfer switch which 
is on the mountain now, I do feel we can give you a trade in value of 
$200.00 for it on the new switch, which would be $2560.00 for the new one 
Don, I might urge you to make a decision soon, as the switch will have to 
be ordered, and it should be installed at the same time as the generator, 
and the Generator is ready to go. "WINTER WILL BE UPON US SOON, and it 
sure would be better for us all to have this taken care of NOW. 
Please let me know soon Don. 
Sincerly, 
Mac Petersen 
*^Cfr^_ 
TO 
PETERSEN ELECTRIC INC. 
Communications & Generators 
3324 South 275 East • Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • Phone 486-8361 
^a 
UUOTE. 
OIBti \L*IH i r 
0 * U o r O B I H * 
C l » S 1 0 « { « S 0 » 0 » « NtiM« 
£$~^ylA>4/K\ D DAY W0RK D CONTRACT 
PJ0» NAUl/NUUlf* 
[ j EXTRA 
JOfc tOCATlftN 
r f S M b x / 
v: OB *WONt~ 
r&aa/*^ 
^ c c ^ - ?,RU//r. S4tf *7<!)97&O.SJ: 
QTY. MATERIAL 7 
. j^L. '^ 72~o77<7 /O ^ ^ ^ j ^ T T r a 
Z/_3 a / ^ /t>. 
._-2, ;/</ Q ^ ^ T T /o 
_l_J^o__aH31 
PRICE 
^ ?d 
3S[/5 
AMOUNT 
/? »q TTgH 
SJ- Cd 
^ l/o/ ay so Jt> r^x^i3m^uJEd 
/ "Zi^HS^ZSii 
2-0 06? 
-at /£7 /< / *7 ' " 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
/. UUnAJLR 
/ ; i&oiol 
Work ordered by _ 
Signature 
I *«r»6y •cknow*df« t t* **m(»cto,y etMTip**tto« o< th« »Oov« 4«»crib«0 worfc. 
'U CcX C?~l^ 
/ 
10 >/v V 
' ^ x ^ ^ ^ 
^^-TjmSe* 
fa J-z^J&s 
Tab 16 
Petersen Electric, Inc. 
Electrical Contracting • Generators • Communication & Electronics 
Marine — Land — Business 
3324 South 275 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
801-486-8361 
02377 
;USTOMER 
DDRESS 
Make 
Industrial Communications 
1171 South West Temple Street 
SLCUtah 84115 
Attn; Don Lloyd 
Mod Ser. 
Don t o Mac P. 
PO NUMRFP 
ORDPR DATF 
PHONE 
S e p t . 3 0 t h 1985 
INVOICE DATE 
Mac P. 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK Quan Pan # 
April Is I  , 8 5 Descr .^:»on Service trip to Mountain top, 
Sates Person 
346.00 
to install new service on 
repeater building, Electrical! 
service changed and re-wired. 
(Eyst,burnt) Checked generator^ 
and found it seized up. 
You furnished transportation, 
You previously purchased the 
Meter socket. 
A August 29th, Measure your shob 
Elect, panel current, and 
"*N 
"K3 Mete' Mo< j Ser » 
™ne' Outoui 
rrnref Oevia\->-
ece-ver $Que<r" 
uv 20 do 
:HANNEL 
G C Deviation 
F C.C License » 
install new THQE22100 Breaked 133;50 
Expiration Date Atec $ **• ? 37^-9 
— 
Technician 
Frequency 
>ANNEL 
:HANNEL 
:HANNEL 
:HANNEL 
-iANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL I 
}HANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
CHANNEL 
Ffeaufcy 
Freignt 
T-T,K A M-teage 
M PLAINTIFF'S 
i EXHIBIT 
M* 
Ported 
1 1 n ' • 
I hereby authenzod the repair of the aoove descnoed equipment; 
and agree to the terms hereon. 
Signature 
fn-'i^ tofoirtr 
Terms Net. 10th prox. a Finance 
Charge of 2 H Per Month which 
^-4*24% Per Year will be charged 
on Unpaid Balance and Collec-
tion Charges inc 'uding 
reasonable attorney fens 
Received 
By 
Total Material 
Technical 
Service Time 
Sub Total 
Tax 
Total Amount 
479 
"21 
i 50 
| 
]T7 
$507'07 
PLEASE PAY ON THIS INVOICE 
Petersen Electric 
270 EAST 3300 SOUTH - SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 - PHONE 486-8361 . RES 278-4993 
•*>«o«c 
OHDCR TARCN »r 
1 D DAY WORK 
JOB NAMl / N U M K * 
JOB LOCATION 
JOB ^HONl 
V 
0*71 nr omut* N. 
CUSTOMiRS 0*»0t<» M l M H I l * 1 
• CONTRACT [ j EXTRA 1 
STAf«T|N( . JkA\ i - « _ T 
W w*""^ ' ~ JT H^ 5 W ^ 
QTY. MATERIAL 
/ - I ^ ^ ,J^c^^ 
PRICE AMOUNT 
3 ^ efc, 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
^fsHLes>&> 
9-
^^6Lr. l#^ gJLt e*&*j£ (pA&Jl 
m& &ZP r4^h—taS4? fa* 
&fi>4t* £- IM (2? 
TOTAL LABOR PI at 
i coM»trreo 
TOTAL MATERIALS -*~ TOTAL MATERIALS 
Work ordered by 
^uJf^t Owl 
S&o 
TOTAL OTHER 
TAX 
TOTAL WE 
